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Nell Ann Pickett and Ann A. Laster have consulted-through seven editions-with people in
business, industry, government, and the corporate world as well as with technical and
vocational instructors and students, technical communicators, and other professionals to
prepare this technical writing text. Their research has been invaluable, laying the foundations
for a text students will want to read.
Provides more than 150 model letters to cover most business situations, with additional
paragraphs to personalize letters
The writing of letters often evokes associations of a single author and a single addressee, who
share in the exchange of intimate thoughts across distances of space and time. This model
underwrites such iconic notions as the letter representing an 'image of the soul of the author' or
constituting 'one half of a dialogue'. However justified this conception of letter-writing may be in
particular instances, it tends to marginalize a range of issues that were central to epistolary
communication in the ancient world and have yet to receive sustained and systematic
investigation. In particular, it overlooks the fact that letters frequently presuppose and were
designed to reinforce communities-or, indeed, to constitute them in the first place. This volume
explores the interrelation of letters and communities in the ancient world, examining how
epistolary communication aided in the construction and cultivation of group-identities and
communities, whether social, political, religious, ethnic, or philosophical. A theoretically
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informed Introduction establishes the interface of epistolary discourse and group formation as
a vital but hitherto neglected area of research, and is followed by thirteen case studies offering
multi-disciplinary perspectives from four key cultural configurations: Greece, Rome, Judaism,
and Christianity. The first part opens the volume with two chapters on the theory and practice
of epistolary communication that focus on ancient epistolary theory and the unavoidable
presence of a letter-carrier who introduces a communal aspect into any correspondence, while
the second comprises five chapters that explore configurations of power and epistolary
communication in the Greek and Roman worlds, from the archaic period to the end of the
Hellenistic age. Five chapters on letters and communities in Ancient Judaism and Early
Christianity follow in the third, part before the volume concludes with an envoi examining the
trans-historical, or indeed timeless, philosophical community Seneca the Younger construes in
his Letters to Lucilius.

Offers tips on effective business communication, and contains over three hundred
sample business letters for different business situations
Explores how the human brain works, covering such topics as memory, sleep,
dreaming, dysfunctions, and new technology used to learn more about it.
Runar M. Thorsteinsson presents a challenge to the view that Christianity introduced an
entirely new, better, and decidedly universal morality into the ancient world. Presenting
evidence from Stoic and Christian texts from first century Rome, he emphasizes the
similarities between the two belief systems.
The Supplement includes the entire Uniform Commercial Code as of May 2019, excluding
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Article 6, and a selection of other federal statutes and regulations, uniform state laws, and
Restatement provisions, aiming to include those items most commonly used in commercial law
courses: the Truth in Lending Act, the Electronic Funds Transfer Act, the Federal Tax Lien Act,
the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act, excerpts from the CISG, and excerpts from the ICC’s
uniform rules for letters of credit. The Bankruptcy Code, as of June 1, 2019, is reproduced in
full. Unlike the UCC, there are no official comments for the Bankruptcy Code, and the
legislative history is spotty at best. As a result, only the Code is offered here. In addition,
selections from Title 18 and Title 28 of the United States Code that are relevant to bankruptcy
law are included. New to the 2019 Edition: Section 104(b) of the Bankruptcy Code, including
the current dollar amounts, amended as of April 1, 2019 Revisions to Regulation E related to
prepaid cards Updates to sections 9-406 and 408 of the UCC and comments
Parenting in England is the first study of the world of parenting in late Georgian England. The
author, Joanne Bailey, traces ideas about parenthood in a Christian society that was
responding to new cultural trends of sensibility, romanticism and domesticity, along with
Enlightenment ideas about childhood and self. All these shaped how people, from the poor to
the genteel, thought about themselves as parents, and remembered their own parents. With
meticulous attention to detail, Bailey illuminates the range of intense emotions provoked by
parenthood by investigating a rich array of sources from memoirs and correspondence, to
advice literature, fiction, and court records, to prints, engravings, and ballads. Parenting was
also a profoundly embodied experience, and the book captures the effort, labour, and hard
work it entailed. Such parental investment meant that the experience was fundamental to the
forging of national, familial, and personal identities. It also needed more than two parents and
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this book uncovers the hitherto hidden world of shared parenting. At all levels of society,
household and kinship ties were drawn upon to lighten the labours of parenting. By revealing
these emotional and material parental worlds, what emerges is the centrality of parenthood to
mental and physical well-being, reputation, public and personal identities, and to transmitting
prized values across generations. Yet being a parent was a contingent experience adapting
from hour to hour, year to year, and child to child. It was at once precarious, as children and
parents succumbed to fatal diseases and accidents, yet it was also enduring because parentchild relationships were not ended by death: lost children and parents lived on in memory.
Having a balanced understanding of legal and ethical concepts and applying them to a
multitude of real-life clinical and administrative situations is essential to any health
professional. This text provides this balance by helping health professionals understand both
the intention as well as the realities of the law. All the while, preparing them for the major
ethical considerations and dilemmas they may encounter. Written in a straightforward manner
aimed at health professionals in a variety of settings, this book introduces the reader to many
topics affecting health care today such as the legal system, patient/physician relationship,
professional liability and malpractice prevention, confidentiality, physician's public duties,
medical records, and bioethical issues. Through this introduction healthcare professionals will
better understand the ethical obligations to the patient, the employer, and themselves. For
Medical Assisting students.

Incorporate writing instruction in your classroom as an essential element of literacy
development while implementing best practices. Simplify the planning of writing
instruction and become familiar with the Common Core State Standards of Writing.
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This lesson integrates academic vocabulary instruction into content-area lessons. Two
easy-to-implement strategies for teaching academic vocabulary are integrated within
the step-by-step, standards-based writing lesson.
Commercial Investment Real EstateThe Bulletin of the Commercial Law League of
AmericaEngineering-contractingRevised Statutes of the United States, Passed at the
First Session of the Forty-third Congress, 1873-74Embracing the Statutes of the United
States, General and Permanent in Their Nature, in Force an the First Day of December,
One Thoosand Eight Hundred and Seventy-three, as Revised and Consolidated by
Commissioners Appointed Under an Act of Congress ; with an Appendix Containing
"An Act to Correct Errors and Supply Omissions"Comprehensive Commercial Law2019
Statutory SupplementWolters Kluwer
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of
general applicability and future effect ... with ancillaries.
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